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Quail Brush Power Plant AFC (11-AFC-03) Deny Suspension
I was opposed to the Quail Brush Power Plant when I first heard of it over a year ago....I am STILL OPPOSED
TO THE QUAIL BRUSH POWER PLANT. The City of Santee, the City of San Diego Planning Division and the
City Council ALL OPPOSED the power plant in hearings a year ago. Most of the 58,000 citizens of Santee and the
surrounding areas are opposed the power plant. It's time to end this. Cogentrix is using the mechanism of wearing
people down. We do not need residue from natural gas combustion floating over and in our communities.
San Diego Gas and Electric is doing everything in its power to squelch solar power....the latest is that they want to
charge higher rates for those who use less electricity....why don't those of you who have the 'power' , do the right
thing. Deny the suspension of the Quail Brush application. Let's use the natural resources that do not harm our
health....solar energy is really taking hold...southern Calif. has abundant sun...especially in east county where
Cogentrix proposes to build the unwanted and unneeded power plant. A reminder to all that one of the main reasons
Cogentrix wants to build the power plant adjacent to Santee is that the natural gas lines run along nearby Mast
Blvd.....a financial BENEFIT to Cogentrix....
I don't see how, in good conscience, those in control can continue to allow companies like Cogentrix to poison our
communities....let's continue to promote solar... solar in parking lots would provide welcome shade in the summer.
Let's use the taxpayer dollars that would be spent on Quail Brush to instead, increase the availability of solar
energy....do the right thing....deny the suspension of Quail Brush once and for all....
Thank You
Vicki Call
36 year resident of Santee, CA

